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iLevel Solutions and Private Capital Research Institute Announce Strategic Partnership 
iLevel cloud-based portfolio monitoring platform offers easy way for private equity General Partners to share 

investment data with Josh Lerner-led academic research initiative;  
Clayton, Dubilier & Rice is first GP to agree to share data via iLevel  

 

(New York, February 12, 2013) – iLevel Solutions, the cloud-based software provider to alternative asset 
managers, and the Private Capital Research Institute (“PCRI”), a non-profit organization that seeks to further the 
understanding of private capital and its global economic impact through independent academic research, together 
announced a strategic partnership to facilitate the sharing of private equity investment data by clients of iLevel 
Solutions with the PCRI. Clayton, Dubilier & Rice, LLC (“CD&R”), the global private equity firm, is the first iLevel 
client to take advantage of the easy way to participate in the PCRI initiative. 
 
Josh Lerner, the Jacob H. Schiff professor of investment banking at Harvard Business School, and founder of the 
PCRI said, “There has been strong support from the private equity market for our research initiative, reflecting the 
increased scrutiny of the industry and the many safeguards we have put in place. We have sought a mechanism 
to make it easy for GPs to contribute their investment data. iLevel already had the client base and technology in 
place and we are pleased to see CD&R be the first GP to leverage their use of iLevel to participate.” 
 
The PCRI, a not-for-profit initiative led by Professor Lerner, is constructing a comprehensive database of private 
capital fund and transaction-level activity supplied by industry participants. Investment data is aggregated on an 
anonymous basis so that the investments can’t be traced to a specific fund manager, fund, or portfolio company 
and the PCRI database is housed behind a firewall at the National Opinion Research Center at the University of 
Chicago.  
 
Private equity General Partners use iLevel to automate data collection from their portfolio companies into a single 
database rather than tracking investment performance in disparate spreadsheets. Instead of creating further 
spreadsheets, PCRI-sponsoring GPs can simply authorize iLevel to share their historical and ongoing investment 
data with the PCRI team.  
 
“Supporting the PCRI initiative is one of the steps private equity GPs can take to counter the negative campaign 
messaging that lingers from the 2012 elections. At iLevel Solutions, we believe that more transparency about 
performance results will help drive higher allocation to alternative asset classes, “said Rick Kushel, CEO of iLevel 
Solutions. “iLevel Solutions stands with our General Partner clients in support of the PCRI initiative and we are 
ready to help any GP participate in the PCRI project.”  
 
 
About iLevel Solutions 
iLevel Solutions offers the market-leading Portfolio Management Platform for the alternative asset management 
market.  The innovative, highly secure Software-as-a-Service technology solution automates the collection, 
storage, collaboration, analysis, and reporting of portfolio data. Investors in iLevel Solutions include Blackstone 
(NYSE: BX), The Carlyle Group (NASDAQ: CG), Duff & Phelps (NYSE: DUF), Hamilton Lane, Swift River 
Investments, and Egis Capital Partners. For more information, visit www.ilevelsolutions.com. 
 
About the PCRI 
The PCRI is a not-for-profit 501(c)(3) corporation formed to sponsor leading academics and experts to share, 
collaborate and disseminate research on private capital. For more information, visit 
www.privatecapitalresearchinstitute.org or contact Leslie Jeng at ljeng@pcrinstitute.org. 
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